Decision curve analysis (DCA) 1 is a breakthrough methodology, and we are happy to see its growing adoption. DCA evaluates a risk model when its intended application is to choose or forego an intervention based on estimated risk of having an unwanted outcome without the intervention. The interesting survey of the recent literature by Capogrosso and Vickers 2 shows DCA applied to cancer, cardiovascular disease, and other areas. In the context of this survey, Capogrosso and Vickers 2 present a list of items representing their view of best practices for DCA. This list is a good start toward a checklist for practitioners, and we endorse many of its items. In particular, we concur that the clinical decision to be influenced by the risk model is fundamental and should be identified when reporting a DCA.
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2,3
The risk model performance metric at the heart of DCA is net benefit. It is well known that there is an optimistic bias when a risk model is evaluated on the same data that were used to build and/or fit the model unless special methods are employed. This issue pertains to estimating net benefit just as it pertains to estimating any other risk model performance metric. We concur with Capogrosso and Vickers 2 that best practice is to use methods that account for this bias.
In our opinion, two key items are missing from the list in the article by Capogrosso and Vickers 2 : including measures of uncertainty such as confidence intervals, and choosing the type of decision curve that is most relevant for the application.
First, investigators should summarize the uncertainty in DCA results. 4, 5 The standard statistical tool for quantifying uncertainty is the confidence interval. Decision curves are estimated using a sample of data from a target population (such as a patient population) to infer risk model performance in that population. A large sample size enables reliable and precise inference to the target population, reflected in narrow confidence intervals. With a small sample size, spurious results can arise by chance. In this situation, wide confidence intervals communicate the larger degree of uncertainty.
While there is largely consensus on the importance of quantifying uncertainty in quantitative scientific biomedical research, there appears to be some disagreement on this point for DCA. 4, 6 We suspect this disagreement relates to another issue. It has been proposed that an individual can use DCA results together with his or her personal risk threshold to decide whether to choose the intervention, forego the intervention, or use the risk model to decide. 1, 3 If one accepts this proposal, one can then argue that the individual should choose the option that appears superior based on point estimates of net benefit, regardless of statistical significance. Under this proposal, measures of uncertainty such as confidence intervals do not affect an individual's decision, arguably rendering them irrelevant.
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threshold. All of these quantities are population quantities, and so too is net benefit.
We view DCA as useful for researchers and policy makers to evaluate the population impact of intervention policies. For researchers, confidence intervals inform whether a risk model should be abandoned, advanced to the next stage of research, or whether more evidence is needed to decide. 4 Policy makers can use DCA to evaluate and compare intervention policies, including those that intervene on everyone (''treat-all''), those that do not intervene on anyone (''treat-none''), and those that use a risk model to decide on intervention. Treatment policies affect public health, so changes in policy require careful consideration. In contemplating a change from a default policy (treat-all or treat-none) to a policy based on estimated risk, policy makers should know the strength of the evidence in favor of the policy change-they need some quantification of uncertainty such as confidence intervals. Importantly, advocating confidence intervals does not prescribe how policy makers must use them in every instance. In particular, we acknowledge that policy makers might sometimes decide to change policy despite statistically insignificant evidence favoring the new policy. However, this does not imply that it is preferable or acceptable not to summarize the strength/weakness of the evidence when risk models are evaluated.
Confidence intervals have heightened importance when current policy is treat-none. Risk model development depends on the existence of data on outcomes absent intervention. Any switch away from the treatnone policy could preclude future opportunities to develop better risk models. Therefore, policy makers should be wary of switching out of a treat-none policy when the evidence favoring a risk model is weak.
Our proposal that decision curves should be published with confidence intervals can be viewed as an alternative to the proposal that decision curves should be smoothed. 2 To our knowledge, the statistical properties of smoothed estimates of net benefit have not been investigated, so we think it is premature to recommend them. Confidence intervals around a bumpy decision curve prevent overinterpretation of bumps in the curve. In contrast, smoothing a bumpy decision curve might make results appear more definitive than they really are, which could invite, rather than prevent, overinterpretation of DCA results.
The second item we propose for a list of DCA best practices refers to the type of decision curves investigators present. The common type of DCA evaluates risk models for identifying high-risk patients who should be recommended the intervention. These ''opt-in'' decision curves assess risk-based assignment to the intervention relative to the treat-none policy. 7 ''Opt-out'' decision curves are better suited when current policy is treat-all, and the potential use of a risk model is to opt low-risk individuals out of the intervention. In our opinion, a list of DCA best practices should advocate choosing the type of decision curve that is most appropriate for the application-depending on whether current practice is treat-none or treat-all. This proposed item is in the spirit of Capogrosso and Vickers's overarching goal of thoughtful and conscientious application of DCA.
